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Message From the Executive Director,
Natalie Shapiro
Last month, the Buena Vista Audubon Society made the difficult and
unprecedented decision to postpone our annual Birdhouse Auction and
close the Nature Center indefinitely in order to help prevent the spread of
COVID-19. As I write this in late April, the
Nature Center remains closed, with a few
of us making daily checks, giving the beautiful birdhouse art some
TLC, walking the trail to pick up trash, and removing invasive weeds.
(Shout out to the Garden Crew!) We miss all of you and look forward
to the day that we can see you again. Right now, stay safe, stay inside
as needed, but remember to get your vitamin “N” (safely)! In these
stressful times, nature is soothing and beautiful. The wildlife and plants
continue to flourish, unabated during the pandemic; the flowers this
spring, a sight to behold.
Our nature trail is open and, to help keep things safe, we have asked
visitors to walk clockwise to maintain social distancing. The trail
improvement project is finished. The boardwalk and raised
decomposed granite areas look great and aid access during flooding.
For locals, this trail is a convenient place where they can take a walk
in nature.
Keep in touch and stay with
April at Buena Vista
us while we ride this out!
Audubon Nature Center.
BVAS has joined the virtual
Photo by Sally Bickerton.
nature experience. Our website
www.bvaudubon.org includes
many engaging activities for the whole family.. You can find
nature-themed crafts for kids, scavenger hunts, and information
about the birds in our neighborhoods. You can also become a
citizen scientist by using the iNaturalist app or
www.iNaturalist.org to log organisms you discover on the trail or
in your neighborhood —or to help you identify them.
Photo by Susie Martin

We'll get through this. We will. And we can't wait to see
you again!
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The Wondrous Wood Duck
The male displays iridescent green, blue, ultramarineviolet, bronze, reddish violet, yellow ranging to gold, and
purplish chestnut. As with many avian species, the female
pales by comparison, showing overall muted gray-brown
plumage year-round. But the stunning white teardrop
etched behind the white eye ring around each of her eyes
remains unmistakable. The crest drooping down the
male’s neck suggests a long-brimmed Sou’wester rain
hat; the female’s, a slicked-back mane. Add in strong
claws on webbed feet and what have you got? The
wondrous Wood Duck!
Most waterfowl prefer an open habitat, but this duck likes
it dark and dense: Heavily wooded swamps or sluggish
Photo by Russell Burden
streams with overhanging branches win the day for a
Wood Duck. As a result, birders too often find themselves
squinting through color-dulling thick shadows trying to
identify this species. But even in bad light, several aspects of Wood Ducks prevail. The female’s distinctive call
—a wailing, high-pitched, penetrating, two-part squeal, “Ooo-EEK!”—feels goose-bump eerie. The male utters a
thin, up-slurred, buzzy call, heard far less often outside of breeding season than the female’s call but still
distinctive. In mid- to late summer, his drab (eclipse) plumage helps him hide while he molts his flight feathers.
But his small, candy-corn-colored bill, red eye, and white chin strap still stand out against his temporarily
subdued, slaty brown body. Even without bright light or a vocal clue, though, the stubby bill, droopy-crested
head, and long, raised tail make the Wood Duck silhouette distinct. Pete Dunne described it as “a 15th-century
galleon of a puddle duck, complete with ornate figurehead.”
Wood Ducks eat a broad diet, including fruits, acorns, and aquatic and terrestrial invertebrates. The menu
changes with reproductive status: Breeding females consume more invertebrate foods than males or
nonbreeding females do. These ducks feed in pairs or small groups by moving rapidly and pecking or dabbling
on the water's surface. Their narrow bills allow them to easily pick up items from water, land, or vegetation.
They generally don’t socialize with other waterfowl, but you may be surprised to see one searching for acorns
beside squirrels.
As a cavity-nesting species, Wood Ducks often frequent woodlands rather far from water, if cavities don’t exist
near water. They fly through these woods with an ease befitting smaller woodland passerines, thanks to the
maneuverability afforded by their broad tails and wide, short wings. As one of the few duck species with strong
claws at the tips of their webbed feet, they can grip bark and easily perch on branches. Although an obligate
cavity nester, Wood Ducks can’t excavate their own cavities; instead they rely primarily on existing natural
cavities. They readily use nest boxes as well, which have helped accelerate their numbers in San Diego
County. These ducks prefer sites close to or over water; but they will use nest sites as much as a mile from
water.
Once only a rare winter visitor to the county, Wood Ducks breed locally now, assisted in part by releases of
captive-reared birds by Sea World. Here Wood Ducks lay eggs primarily from early April to early June. The
female lines her nest with down plucked from her breast. Clutches contain 10−12 eggs; incubation averages 30
days; and ducklings usually leave the nest a mere 24 hours after hatching. Prior to the young’s fledging, the
female flies from the cavity to the ground or water below and begins calling softly. Bracing their tails on the
cavity walls, ducklings use their sharp claws to climb to the entrance and leap from nest and follow the female
below. (Ducklings have been documented to jump as much as 300 feet to the ground without injury.) Young
birds are able to fly at 8–10 weeks.
Although Wood Ducks can be seen at fresh water sources throughout the county now, soon they’ll be
challenging to spot. In July and August, Wood Ducks lie low—with males especially cryptic in drab eclipse
plumage—as the molt renders them extremely vulnerable to predation. But after six weeks or so, they reappear
in all their freshened glory. So if life and its many challenges should start to wear you down, consider this: It is
indeed a fortunate world in which a bird this beautiful can also be so common and so widespread. One of the
most colorful North American waterfowl, widely available for your pure enjoyment.
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No walks are scheduled
this summer. Please
check our website for
the most up-to-date
information on when we
can resume. We hope
you have a wonderful
and safe summer.
Great Horned Owl, UC Davis
Barn Owl, Katherine Daniels

Hooded
Oriole,
JaneJane
Mygatt
Hooded
Oriole,
Mygatt

An owl’s eyes face forward and are immovable, but it
compensates by having a skeletal structure that allows
great neck flexibility.

THE EXTRAORDINARY OWL
Owls are predominantly nocturnal birds of prey.
The two most familiar owls in our area are the Great
Horned Owl and the Barn Owl.
Owls have a suite of unique features that make
them very efficient and specialized predators. They
can fly without making a sound and have keen
eyesight and excellent hearing.
The wing feathers are unusual in that the leading
edges have comb-like serrations while the trailing
edges are softly fringed. Owl feathers are velvety soft.
The unusual softness and specialized combs and
fringes of the wing feathers create a streamlined
effect that absorbs any sound.
Owls have specialized eyes that give them
binocular vision and provide exceptional night vision.
They also have excellent day vision. Although they
have extraordinarily large eyes for seeing in the dark,
their skull is relatively small. The shape of the eyes is
more tubular, compared to songbirds (passerines).

Lisa Kee/Caters News

An owl’s head is beautifully adapted for hearing.
Many owls have facial feathers and modifications to the
skull that enhance their hearing. The specialized facial
feathers reflect high-frequency sound into the ears.
Some owls have asymmetrically arranged ear openings
that help them to precisely home in on prey in the dark.

Bird’s Eye View of Skull

tubular eye

bill

brain

Frontiers in Neuroscience, Nov. 2017 | Vol. 11 |
Article 619

Paul Hinshaw, Museum of Zoology,
University of Michigan
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Hares and Wabbits -- What’s up, Doc?
Bugs Bunny is an imposter. Those extraordinarily long ears and
gangly limbs expose him as a hare, not a rabbit. Bugs is not the only
victim of rabbit confusion. The early settlers on the plains named the
first bunny-like beings they encountered “jackrabbits”—but those
critters also were hares, not rabbits. Likewise the adorable, alpinedwelling pika snagged the name “rock rabbit”—again, not a rabbit.

Desert Cottontail by Steven Kessell

Rabbits (or cottontails), hares, and pikas make up the order
Lagomorpha. San Diego County hosts three species of lagomorphs.
By far the most common and widespread, desert cottontails—
distinguished by a rufous patch at the nape, a white cotton-ball tail,
and black edges of the ears—likely share your neighborhood (or you
share theirs). Frequenting areas of dense brush such as chaparral, the
aptly named brush rabbit looks similar to, although smaller than, the
desert cottontail, minus the neck patch, pure white tail, and blackedged ears. The vastly larger black-tailed jackrabbit flashes a black
stripe on the tail and black-tipped ears, preferring open areas for fast
travel and patches of scrub for cover.

Cottontails typically produce 3−4 litters of 1−5 young per year,
generally from December to June (although in extremely good
circumstances, they can breed any month of the year). Life moves quickly if you’re a young cottontail. At 3−4
weeks old, when you’re only the size of a softball, you’re already independent and living on your own. With eyes
positioned on the sides of your head, you can see what’s behind you without moving a muscle. And you’d better
keep those eyes focused because you’re on the menu for owls, coyotes, foxes, weasels, snakes, eagles, and
hawks—just to name a few. Basically, you have about a 15% chance of surviving your first year. Even if you
make it past your first year, you likely won’t see a third year. Good luck to you.
Hares too can breed any month of the year and a single female can
produce 10−18 young in one breeding season. In any year, juveniles make
up roughly 70% of the jackrabbit population. But adults likely live longer
than cottontails, although still less than seven years. So life’s a bit less
chancy for a SoCal hare.
Hares can best be distinguished from rabbits by their large size, oversized
feet, and extremely long ears, which reminded the first settlers of their
jackasses (hence “jackrabbits”). In fact, if your first thought when looking
at a rabbit-like animal in the wild isn’t “Wow—look at those ears and feet!,”
you’re probably not looking at a jackrabbit. Differences between rabbits
and hares begin early. After a gestation period of about 30 days, baby
rabbits (“kittens”) are born completely helpless, naked, and blind. Baby
hares (“leverets”) enter the world after ~42 days fully furred, able to see,
and hopping on their own a few hours after birth.

Black-tailed Jackrabbit Photo from Wikipedia

Because of superficial similarities, some people think that lagomorphs are
rodents, like squirrels and rats. In fact, lagomorphs are closer to rodents than to any other group of mammals.
Both rodents and lagomorphs have incisors that grow continuously throughout their lives, thus requiring constant
chewing on tough material to prevent the teeth from becoming too long. But rodents have a single pair of evergrowing incisors. Lagomorphs actually have 2 pairs of upper incisors—1 large pair at the front and 1 small, peglike pair tucked behind—for clipping off the woody plant material they live on.
Despite their obvious differences, our culture has a long track record of confusing hares and rabbits. The Easter
Bunny? According to early legends, a European hare. The Energizer Bunny? A hare. (Even the company’s
website calls him that.) The framed Roger Rabbit? A hare. Ricochet Rabbit? Bing, bing, BING!—a hare.
Harvey, the 6-foot-tall pooka of stage and screen? An invisible hare. So the next time you hear Elmer Fudd cuss
out that “wascally wabbit,” you’ll know his archenemy Bugs is really a wascally hare.

POTPOURRI
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Buena Vista Audubon
would like to
acknowledge gifts given
over the last year in
memory of the following
people:
David Rorick and
Thelma Hayes.
We are touched and honored by the
generosity of the friends and families
who gift Buena Vista Audubon in the
name of their loved ones.

Calling All Bird Photographers
If you have a bird photo that you would like to
share in this newsletter, please send it to us at
the following email: mr.leakey@gmail.com.
Please record the species of bird and location
of the shot. Unless you prefer to be
anonymous, include your first
and last name so we can give
you credit.
You just might find your photo
published in a Lagoon Flyer
someday!

Lon Box snapped this photo of a
Black-headed Grosbeak.

FAMILY ACTIVITIES
Animal Charades
1. Use 8-10 pieces of paper
(approximately 3 x 5 inches) each
with the name of a common wild
animal that lives in your area.
These might include raccoon,
mountain lion, skunk, fox, bat, bee, ant,
butterfly, turtle, frog, or various kinds of birds.
2. Put these cards in a bag or basket.
3. Designate an area as your stage and one
person as the leader.
4. The first player chooses a card. After reading
it, he gives it to the leader. The leader tells the
other players not to call out guesses until the
player is through acting out the animal’s
movement, perhaps 20 seconds.
5. The player goes “on stage” and holds a pose
that they feel best describes their animal. Then
he acts out the movement of their animal. Now
other players may start guessing. If unable to
guess the identity of the animal, have the
player imitate the animal’s call or sound.
6. Players take turns choosing and acting out
their animals.
Camera Game
1. Designate an area in your yard or other
outdoor area as the game area.
2. Divide into teams of two people, one starting
out as the “camera” and the other as the
“photographer.”
3. The photographer guides the camera around
the outdoor area and instructs the camera to
keep his eyes closed until the photographer
tells him to open his eyes.
4. The photographer finds something interesting,
beautiful, or special and then points the
camera toward it. The photographer says,
“open” and five seconds later, “close.” He
continues to find new things to guide the
camera towards, three or four
items in total.
5.The two players switch roles.
6.Have everyone share their
favorite “photo” when everyone
has completed their turn.
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BVAS QUICK CALENDAR
At the time of this writing (early May), we
are still uncertain about when the Nature
Center will be open. All activities have
been cancelled to date (except for
gardening). Please check our website for
activities that may be able to be restarted
this summer.
Due to the warmer weather, the Garden
Crew will now meet at 9:00 a.m. every
Monday. Volunteers are needed to pull
invasive plants
near the center
and on the trail.
Bring your own
mask, gloves,
and drinking
water.

Buena Vista Audubon
A Chapter of the National Audubon Society
2202 S. Coast Highway
Oceanside, CA 92054
760-439-BIRD = (760-439-2473)
email: bvaudubon@sbcglobal.net
website: www.bvaudubon.org

Learn about Wood Ducks. See page 2.
Photo by Ryan Schain

The Nature Center is closed until further
notice. Please check the website above.

